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Abstract
We give a linear time algorithm to elect a leader. This problem originated in networking
and distributed computing research. Given a graph, its vertices represent processors (here 2nite
state machines), and its edges communication lines (here synchronous). The leader election
problem consists in 2nding a protocol for a family of graphs which, upon iteration, distinguishes
a vertex, edge or cycle by a special state called leader. Here, the graphs are only required to
be connected, and without holes. We describe the algorithm on a special class of planar graphs,
prove its correctness and show how it extends to other classes.
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1. Introduction
An extensive research has been carried out in the network and distributed comput-
ing area (see for example [2] for a survey), for various topologies, communication
constraints, and types of processors in the nodes. However, in almost all cases these
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processors are computationally speaking more powerful than simple 2nite state au-
tomata, and, moreover, they are often given diHerent labels from the start.
We study here the leader election problem, well known from network and distributed
computing research. Given a class of networks, this problem consists in 2nding, through
a local process, a vertex which can be distinguished for further (synchronized) com-
putations. The process has to be local and fundamentally the same for a whole family
of graphs describing the network. Many algorithms of election have been devised,
however most of them make use of the fact that local memory (at each node) is not
bounded (in the classical computer networks setting). Speaking of general distributed
systems, several authors have devised election algorithms or gave general conditions
for their existence, such as Yamashita and Kameda, M.etivier et al., Mazurkiewicz,
Boldi and Vigna, see [4,5,7,12,13,19].
Here, the leader election is studied on Graph Automata, an extension of the cellular
automaton model: the evolution has synchronous time steps, and the size of the memory
of each node is bounded, with a planar architecture. The algorithm has to be the same
no matter the number of vertices, i.e., applied to any of the graphs from a family
containing an in2nite number of members, it has to yield a correct result. In this
framework it is not possible to give diHerent labels to each processor, since the local
memory is bounded and the algorithms have to work no matter the number of vertices
involved. Also, here we deal with fully synchronous communication. All these make
our framework of study very diHerent from those of classical network and distributed
computing 2elds.
Several algorithms have already been devised for election on synchronous cellular
automata, as in [3,14,17] for Zd subgraphs, but the graphs studied there are only
Euclidean, and such that each node can use a compass (i.e. for Z2, can determine the
North, South, West and East directions, using thus implicitly the coordinate system).
We give a fast algorithm on intrinsically synchronous plane cellular automata, with-
out needing a synchronous start nor a compass: we only assume that each node can
recognize “its left side from its right side”: more precisely, edges issued from each
node are numbered counterclockwise, and each node knows and can use for computa-
tion the respective numbers of the edges issued from itself as well as from its neighbors
towards itself.
In terms of global information, the left–right condition is weaker than the compass
condition. In this way, election can also be achieved in architectures constructed of parts
of hyperbolic tessellations of the plane. We need this because in hyperbolic spaces,
since there is no coordinate system in the usual sense, one cannot easily transpose the
ideas from [14]. Research on hyperbolic cellular automata has already been conducted,
such as in [8–10] on computing power, complexity and algorithmic tools for these
spaces.
For our leader election algorithm we propose, we also have to indicate a drawback:
the algorithm requires the absence of holes. To the opposite, for example, the algorithms
in [14] also work for graphs with holes.
What we describe is actually an election scheme, i.e. a family of algorithms, each
working for a certain 2xed tessellation of the plane, for any “subgraph” of this tes-
sellation. Our scheme uses a simple yet delicate-to-implement idea of squeletization,
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because a “brutal” squeletization would disconnect the initial 2gure on which we want
to elect, leading thus to local leaders in each component. To better explain our tech-
nique, we 2rst arti2cially add nodes on cells which guarantee the connectivity, and
thereafter we explain how to suppress them, simulating their behavior only with the
initial ones, given at start time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the
necessary de2nitions, and we precisely state the problem; in Section 3, we describe the
algorithm with an enforced hypothesis and outline its correctness proof, in Section 4,
we explain how to suppress the hypothesis being added, and we 2nish discussing some
possible extensions Section 5.
2. The synchronous leader election problem on drawn graphs
2.1. Drawings of graphs and regular tessellations
2.1.1. Graphs
A (2nite) graph G is a set G=(V; E) with V a (2nite) set of vertices, and E a
subset of V 2, whose elements are called directed edges. We will only consider graphs
without loops (i.e. no (x; x) edges) and symmetric (i.e. if (x; y) is in E, so is (y; x)).
A vertex y is a neighbor of another vertex x if (x; y) is in E. The degree of a vertex
is the number of its neighbors; the degree of the graph is the maximum degree among
its vertices. The set F = {{x; y} | (x; y)∈E} is called the set of undirected edges of G.
A graph G′=(V ′; E′) is a subgraph of G=(V; E) if V ′⊂V and E′⊂E.
A path from a vertex x to a vertex y is a sequence (z0; z1; : : : ; zn) of elements of
V , with x= z0, y= zn and (zi; zi+1)∈E, for each i such that 06i¡n, for some n. The
integer n is the length of the path.
A graph is connected if for any x; y∈V there exists a path linking x and y, i.e. ver-
tices z0; z1; : : : ; zn ∈V with x= z0, y= zn and (zi; zi+1)∈E, for each i such that 06i¡n,
for some n. A non-connected graph G is a union of components, each being a maximal
connected subgraph.
The diameter of a connected graph G is the length of the longest among the shortest
paths linking x and y, for all vertices x and y of G.
A path (z0; z1; : : : ; zn) with z0 = zn is called a cycle. If, moreover, zi = zj with i = j
implies i; j∈{0; n}, then the cycle is elementary (i.e. there are no duplicate vertices,
that is, no “eight-like” shapes). A chord is an edge linking two non-consecutive vertices
of a cycle (in its enumeration).
2.1.2. Drawing
Formally, a drawing of a symmetric graph G=(V; E) is a pair (i;C) where i is an
injective mapping from V to the plane R2, and C is a set of (simple, 2nite) curves of
R2 whose endpoints are in i(V ), with pairwise disjoint interiors, satisfying the following
property: there exists a one-to-one mapping j from the set F of undirected edges to C
such that, for each edge {x; y} of F , the endpoints of j({x; y}) are i(x) and i(y). A
symmetric graph which admits a drawing is a planar graph. With the above notation
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Fig. 1. A graph consisting in two clusters linked by a path. The interior dual of this graph is not connected.
the triple (G; i;C) is called a drawn graph. We will often confuse edges with the
corresponding curves and vertices with the corresponding points of R2.
An elementary cycle of G induces a closed curve of R2 which encloses a subset of
R2 homeomorphic to a two-dimensional disk, called a cluster. If the cluster contains
no (drawing of) edge, this cluster (and the corresponding cycle) is called a face or
cell.
We work on a 2xed drawn graph (G=(V; E); i;C). Precisely, we are interested in
some special 2nite connected symmetric subgraphs G′=(V ′; E′) of G which are “with-
out holes”: formally, we assume that, in the 2xed drawing, each edge of E drawn in a
cluster de2ned by an elementary cycle of G′ is necessarily an edge of E′. We denote
the set of such subgraphs of G by W (G). The induced drawing gives a characteriza-
tion of (the drawing of) such subgraphs: (see Fig. 1): they are composed of clusters,
each of them containing a 2nite number of cells. These clusters are linked by paths
(potentially reduced to a single vertex) and when each cluster is contracted in a single
vertex, a tree is obtained.
2.1.3. Superposition graph
Given a drawn graph G=(V; E), let the interior dual G∗ be the graph (V ∗; E∗) such
that V ∗ is the set of cells of G, and that, for any two elements f;f′ of V ∗, (f;f′) is
element of E∗ if f and f′ share an edge.
Observe that the “in2nite cell” (if there exists one) does not correspond to a vertex
of G∗. This is an important diHerence with respect to the “usual” dual of graph theory.
Also note that even if G is connected, G∗ can be non-connected (see Fig. 1).
A main tool in this paper is the notion of superposition graph (see Fig. 2). Infor-
mally, the superposition graph of G is the graph whose vertices are vertices and cells
of G and edges give the neighboring relations. Formally, we de2ne the superposition
graph G=(V; E) of G by
V = V ∪ V ∗ and EE ∪ E∗ ∪ D(G;G∗)









dual vertex of a face
face of the graph
new homogeneous labeling
Fig. 2. The superposition graph: adding dual vertices of the faces, able to communicate with their neighbors
and with the vertices of their dual faces. On the left, an example of homogeneous labeling of the edges
issued from a same vertex.
with D(G;G∗)= {(x; f); (f; x) | x∈V; f∈V ∗ and x is a vertex of the face f} (i.e.,
informally, D(G;G∗) is the set of possible mixed edges linking each vertex of a graph
to the vertices of the dual graph corresponding to neighboring faces).
The set of superposition graphs of elements of W (G) is denoted by W(G).
2.1.4. Tessellations
We denote by [k; d] (see Fig. 3) the locally 2nite (i.e. each bounded region of
the plane contains a 2nite number of edges) connected drawn graph, uniquely de2ned
(up to graph isomorphism) by the pair (k; d), regular of degree d (i.e. each vertex has
degree d), with all its faces of length k. These graphs can be seen as (see [6] for
details):
• 2nite regular tessellations of the spherical plane, for 1=k + 1=d¿ 12 ,
• in2nite regular tessellations of the euclidean plane, for 1=k + 1=d= 12 ,
• in2nite regular tessellations of the hyperbolic plane, for 1=k + 1=d¡ 12 .
The latter item is the only one having an in2nite number of diHerent graphs. We only
consider Euclidean and hyperbolic [k; d]. Notice that ([k; d])∗=[d; k].
The goal of this paper is to elect a leader on elements of W ([k; d]).
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Fig. 3. The graph P[6; 4]: each vertex has four neighbors, each face is a hexagon. With an appropriate
hyperbolic interpretation, all the hexagons are similar.
2.2. Labeling of edges
2.2.1. d-graph
Let d be a 2xed integer such that d¿2. A d-graph is a pair (G; g), where G=(V; E)
is a symmetric connected graph, and g is a labeling function from E to Zd= {1; 2; : : : ;
d} such that, for each d-vertex x of V , the partial mapping g(x; :) is injective (note
that it often happens that g(x; y) = g(y; x)).
For i in Zd, let ĝ(x; i)=y if there exists y such that g(x; y)= i, and ĝ(x; i)= # (# is
a 2xed symbol) otherwise. We extend this de2nition, stating g(#; x)= 0 for any vertex
x of G. Informally, the latter convention allows to say that the edge issued from x
labeled by i yields to a # vertex, each edge from # to x is labeled by 0 (see Fig. 4).
For each vertex x, we de2ne the neighborhood vector
H (x) = (g(ĝ(x; 1); x); : : : ; g(ĝ(x; d); x)):
Informally the neighborhood vector gives, for each edge issued from x, the label of
the opposite edge.
Observe that, given any graph G, one can compute a d-graph (G; g) if and only if the
degree of G is at most d. A d-graph is also a d′-graph for d′¿d. Also, if G′=(V ′; E′)
is a subgraph of G=(V; E), and (G; g) is a d-graph, then there is a canonical d-graph
(G′; g′) such that g′(x; y)= g(x; y) for any (x; y) of E′.



















































Fig. 4. A graph G and a d-graph (G; g).
2.2.2. d-graphs constructed from tessellations
Observe that each d-graph ([k; d]; g) has no #-vertex. The labeling g is called
homogeneous if, in the drawing of [k; d], the circularly consecutive edges around each
point i(x) have consecutively increasing labels counterclockwise (with the convention
d+ 1=1). This actually amounts to the notion of “left–right” recognition from local
information.
A labeling g of [k; d] can be constructed as follows (see Fig. 2): take a homo-
geneous labeling gd of [k; d] (with labels in Zd) and homogeneous labeling gk of
[d; k] (with labels in Zk).
• for each edge (x; y) of [k; d], we state g(x; y)= 2gd(x; y),
• for each edge (x; y) of [d; k] (remember that each vertex of [d; k] can actually
be seen as a cell of [k; d]), we state g(x; y)= 2gk(x; y),
• for each edge (x; y) of [k; d] such that x is a vertex of [k; d] and y is a vertex
of [d; k], notice that there exist two edges on the boundary of y (seen as a cell of
[k; d]) with x as endpoint. Let (x; z) and (x; z′) denote the corresponding directed
edges issued from x. Notice that gd(x; z) and gd(x; z′) are consecutive elements of
Zd. Let  denote the smallest of the labelings (with the convention: d¡1). We state
g(x; y)= 2 + 1.
• for each edge (x; y) of [k; d] such that x is a vertex of [d; k] and y is a vertex
of [k; d], notice that there exist two edges on the boundary of y (seen as a cell
of [d; k]) with x as endpoint. If (x; z) and (x; z′) denote the corresponding directed
edges issued from x, we denote the smallest of the consecutive labelings gk(x; z) and
gk(x; z′) by  (with convention: k¡1). We state g(x; y)= 2+ 1.
If we state d′= max(2d; 2k), then ([k; d]; g) is a d′-graph. A labeling g of [k; d]
is homogeneous if g can be constructed as above, from homogeneous labelings of
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[k; d] and [d; k]. Notice that an edge is a mixed edge if and only if its label is
odd.
We call Whom:([k; d]) the class of d-subgraphs (G; gr) where G is element of
W ([k; d]) and gr is the restriction of a homogeneous labeling g of [k; d]. We call
Whom:;([k; d]) the class of d′-subgraphs (G′; g′r) where G
′ is element of W([k; d])
and g′r is the restriction of a homogeneous labeling g of [k; d].
2.3. Graph automata
We want to have a model of computation for 2nite synchronous automata com-
municating through a network. This model below, called graph automaton has been
introduced by Wu and Rosenfeld [18]. A precise study can also be found in [11]
or [16].
A <nite d-automaton is a pair (Q; ) such that Q is a 2nite set of states with # =∈Q,
and  is a function from Q× (Zd)d× (Q∪{#})d to Q.
A graph automaton is a 4-uple M =(G; g; Q; ) with (G; g) be a d-graph, and (Q; )
be a 2nite d-automaton.
A con<guration C of M is a mapping from the set of vertices of G to the set of
states Q. We compute a new Cnew con2guration from a previous one C by applying
the transition function  simultaneously to each vertex of G, computing a new state for
each vertex x by reading its own state, the states of its neighbors, and the neighborhood
vector H (x) by the formula below
Cnew(x)= (C(x); H (x); C(ĝ(x; 1)); : : : ; C(ĝ(x; d))):
Hence, we have a synchronous model, with local and 2nite memory.
The labeling functions are needed to direct the Row of information between the
vertices: they have to distinguish the neighbors, by knowing how edges are labeled.
The neighborhood vectors permit local discussions between neighbors. They have been
introduced by Wu and Rosenfeld [18], and proven to be necessary in [11].
It can be assumed that each state q of Q is a d+1-uple q=(m0; m1; : : : ; md), where
m0 represents the memory part, stored in the vertex x such that C(x)= q, and, for
i¿0, mi represents the information sent to y= ĝ(x; i). We can say that x sends the
signal (or message) mi to y. Notice that y needs H (y) to 2nd the appropriate signal
in the state q sent to it by x.
2.4. Election problem
Given a class of d-graphs, the election problem is to 2nd a 2nite set of states Q
and a transition function  such that starting with the con2guration having all vertices
in the same state (or in a state from a special subset) called a start state, after a 2nite
number of iteration steps depending on the graph, the 2nal con2guration is such that
one vertex is in a special state called leader, and all the other vertices are in special
states called soldiers.
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Fig. 5. Examples of graph automata where the election of a single vertex is not possible, because of the
global symmetry.
In some graphs, for symmetry reasons, it is not always possible to isolate one last
vertex locally. We give two examples (see Fig. 5).
• If, for example, we have V = {x; x′}, E= {(x; x′); (x′; x)} and g(x; x′)= g(x′; x)= 1
(i.e. G consists of an edge labeled by 1 in both sides), then H (x)=H (x′)= (1; 0; : : : ;
0), which yields that as soon as x and x′ are in a same state, then they remain in a
same state in the next con2gurations.
• The same arguments hold if V = {x; x′; x′′}, E=V ×V \ {(x; x); (x′; x′), (x′′; x′′)} (i.e.
G is a triangle), g(x; x′)= g(x′; x′′)= g(x′′; x)= 1 and g(x′; x)= g(x; x′′)= g(x′′; x′)
= 2.
Thus, we extend the de2nition of election by allowing 2 or k vertices (forming an
edge, respectively, a face) to be elected, this seems a reasonable minimal extension.
Thus we can say that at the end of the process a vertex, an edge or a face must be
elected.
3. Election on superposition graphs
We will give later an automaton for the election on the set Whom:([k; d]) for any
2xed k and d (such that [k; d] is in2nite). In order to facilitate the presentation, we
2rst give an automaton for the election on graphs G of Whom:;([k; d]), since ideas
are more clear in this framework. We slightly change the initial hypothesis, assuming
that each vertex knows if it is in the graph G or in the dual G∗ (formally, this can be
done using a bit, in the memory of the vertex: we have two diHerent states).
The algorithm works when k and d are 2xed: during the whole execution of the
algorithm, k and d do not change (so actually we present a family of algorithms,
indexed by k and d).
3.1. Overview
Before detailing the general election algorithm, we need to explain a very simple
one, that is the election on trees (which are connected graphs without cycles, the
leaves being the vertices of degree 1; there is no “root” in the usual sense, there is no
hypothesis in the labeling).





All the d(x) neighbors are soldiers
are soldiers
neighbors








Fig. 6. Transitions of the 2nite state automaton placed in the vertex x, of degree d(x), of the tree.
Fig. 7. Examples of application of the algorithm on a tree. Notice that the intermediate L state is useful.
3.1.1. Tree election
At each time step, the 2nite automaton of Fig. 6 is applied locally. This algorithm
also appeared in [1], and some other authors also mention it. The idea is quite simple:
at each time step, leaves are removed, which creates a smaller tree, and the algorithm
stops when the tree is reduced to a single (elected) vertex.
A diSculty arises, when the current tree is reduced to a single edge: in this case,
after removing, we get an empty set. This diSculty is solved by the intermediate
“potential soldier” state which permits to see if we are in the special case of the single
edge or not (if it is, the edge is elected, see Fig. 7), before continuing the process.
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Fig. 8. Idea of the algorithm: clusters are shrunk to give a tree structure on which tree election can be done.
Note that there is no need of a synchronous start of this algorithm: it is enough
if each cell “decides” at some time to perform the election. However, it is required
that the actions of the cells must be synchronous. This means the election process
may start at diHerent moments in diHerent parts of the tree, but every local decision is
synchronously applied.
3.1.2. Extension to subgraphs of regular tessellations
As for the tree, the idea is to reduce the size of the graph until reaching a trivial
one. The current graph is encoded by labelings of edges: edges are labeled by:
• C if they are on the boundary cycle of a cluster,
• N if they are in a path linking two clusters.
Moreover, vertices are labeled by:
• A if they are on the boundary of the current graph, these vertices are said active,
• P if they are inside a cluster, these vertices are said passive,
• $ otherwise (i.e. they are de2nitively soldiers).
We have an initialization step where these labels are computed locally, from the
neighborhood vertices. Afterwards, at each loop, the leaves are deleted (as for the
tree) and the clusters are shrunk (Fig. 8). We also have to add some tests for a careful
2nalization.
After the initialization, only the border vertices of G are A-marked, and all the
others are P-marked; also, during the shrinking process, there is a “wave” of A-marked
vertices, forming smaller and smaller cycles, sweeping across the P-marked vertices,
and transforming them to $-marked.
Then linking this to the tree election, we see that the potential soldier state is denoted
by L, and the soldier state is actually $. There are also two leader states, noted B, and
B. At each step, the active vertices are linked by edges of the two types enumerated
before: the C ones belonging to cycles around clusters and the N ones linking these
components.
The implementation of the shrinking process is rather complex: if, for example,
a cluster is composed by wide regions linked by a thin region (like the Americas),
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then the shrinking process eventually creates two clusters and an N -marked path link-
ing these clusters. This is why we present the algorithm on graphs G of the set
Whom:;([k; d]), in order to make it simpler.
3.2. Precise description
3.2.1. Data structure
For implementation, each vertex x of G has a table of d′ (we recall that d′= max
(2d; 2k)) elements of values from {C; N; #} to store the mark of edges with x as
endpoints. The vertex also stores a symbol which gives its relative position according
the current graph (A, P or $, as seen above) and a symbol for its status according to
election (waiting, leader, soldier, potential soldier, etc.).
3.2.2. Initialization
Before starting the shrinking process, the vertices need to build cycles and bridges
by themselves, because at the beginning, all of them are in start state.
This can easily be done, in one time unit, since from the homogeneous labeling, each
vertex of G knows the structure of its neighborhood. Edges on the border of G can
be marked by C or N and vertices by A (if they are in the border) or P (otherwise).
3.2.3. Rules for cycle shrinking.
As we see, the algorithm uses a sequence of subgraphs of the initial graph G, de2ned
by the currently C or N edges (the active vertices are endpoints of these edges), for
a given iteration. Such an iteration is done as follows.
3.2.3.1. The dual switch. (See Fig. 9.) If a passive vertex x is linked to an active
vertex y by a mixed edge, then x is “woken up” and becomes active. Moreover, if y
also wakes up another vertex x′ such that x and x′ are linked, then the edge between x′
and x becomes C-marked. This can be done since y can send the necessary information
to x for a correct marking of edges (this information is the label of the edges from y
to the “woken up” vertices).
The active vertices without N -marked edges and with exactly two C-marked edges
change to $ state. Each other active vertex y remains active. To preserve the connec-
tivity, a N -marked edge is created for each cycle previously passing through y before
the iteration.
3.2.3.2.C to N switch—cycle splitting. (see Fig. 10) This rule slightly modi2es the
previous ones : whenever an edge linking x and x′ has to be C-marked because two
vertices y and y′ simultaneously “wake up” x and x′, then the edge is marked with
N . The labeling allows the local detection of such events.
3.2.4. Rules for election
They are very similar to the case of the tree.



































































Fig. 10. An example for the shrinking.
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3.2.4.1. Potential soldier. If an active vertex has only one active neighbor, and all
the other neighbors in # or $ state, it changes to L state (which means that the vertex
becomes a potential soldier). From this state, at the next step, if no neighbor is in L
state, then the vertex changes to $ state (i.e. the soldier state).
3.2.4.2. Election. If an L-marked vertex has an L-marked neighbor, then both change
to B and become leaders (an edge is elected). If an active vertex has all its neighbors
marked with L, then it changes to B, becoming unique leader (as an example, if a
vertex is “woken up” by a face, of k active vertices linked with C-marked edges, then
it changes to B, becoming unique leader).
3.3. Analysis
Clearly the d-automaton of each cell needs only a 2nite number of states. We show
now good properties of the time-evolving subgraph induced by the active vertices.
Recall that k and d are 2xed, i.e. we are describing a family (indexed by k and d)
of d-automata for leader election by graph automata. Consider the subgraph sequence
Gt =(Vt; Et) where t ∈N is time, with Vt ⊂V and Et ⊂E. VXt is de2ned as the set
of all active vertices at time t of G, and Et is the set of C-marked and N -marked
edges of G at time t. Of course, Et ⊂Vt ×Vt .
One easily proves by induction, using the local rules being exposed above, that at
any moment t:
• any elementary cycle of Gt is only made of C-marked edges, and any C-marked
edge belongs to one and only one cycle of Gt ,
• all passive vertices of G are inside the cycles of Gt , and these ones only contain
passive vertices,
• all $- and #-marked vertices of G are outside the cycles of Gt ,
• Gt is a connected graph,
• for any marked edge (x; y), the marks in the tables of x and y are respectively the
same,
• the N -marked edges of Gt belong to no elementary cycle, but they link them. This
induces a structure of “tree of cycles”, as suggested in the presentation of this
algorithm.
Notice that if the total number of passive vertices of G is at least one at time t, then
this number decreases at the following iteration. Thus, if N denotes the total number
of vertices of G, then, after N time units Gt is a tree, since there are no more passive
vertices. The leader election on such a tree costs at most N time units. This gives the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let k and d be two integers. There exists an algorithm for the leader
election problem for the class Whom:;([k; d]) in time O(N ), where N is the number
of vertices of the considered subgraph.
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4. Election without dual
As we have announced, the dual G∗ is only used here in order to alleviate the
presentation, i.e., the algorithm can work without any dual “physically” present. We
do not need any supplemental information linking the initial and dual labelings; we
show how to perform the election only using the initial vertices and their homogeneous
labeling.
4.1. Main idea: simulation of the superposition graph
For each d-graph G of Whom:([k; d]), we will simulate in G the election process
used in G, using ideas previously seen in [15].
4.1.1. Data structure
For implementation, each vertex x of G has a table of 2d elements of values. For
16i6d, the 2ith input of the table gives the status of the edge labeled by i. This
input can be C; N or # as before, but it can also be C∗ or N ∗ (C∗ (respectively N ∗)
means that, in G, the edge is shared by two faces (i.e. vertices of G∗) linked by a
C-marked (respectively N -marked) edge). Of course, this input can be empty.
Let f2i+1(x) be the face whose set of edges contains the edges issued form x labeled
by i and i + 1 (with convention d+ 1=1). The 2i + 1th input of the table is used to
encode the following parameters:
• The mark (A, P or $, as seen previously) of f2i+1(x),
• The status of f2i+1(x) according to election (waiting, leader, soldier, potential soldier,
etc.)
• The N -mark of the mixed edge linking x to f2i+1(x) (if this edge is marked; otherwise
the “no-mark” is encoded).
Thus, the vertex x knows in its table the marks of each of its dual-neighbors fj(x),
the mark of all the edges issued from x, and the mark of edges of the type (fj(x); fj′(x))
(with |j′ − j|=2) linking two of its dual neighbors.
The vertex x also stores a symbol which gives its own mark (A, P or $) and a
symbol for its own status according to election.
By this way, the information stored in the graph is suScient to encode each con2g-
uration appearing in the execution of the election algorithm on G.
Each vertex also has a suScient memory space to store all what happens during a
round (i.e. the signals received at each time step of the round and the labels of the
corresponding edges). This space is bounded if we use a 2xed bounded number of
signals.
4.1.2. Rounds of simulations
Each iteration of the election in G will be simulated by a sequence of k consecutive
iterations on G. Such a sequence is called a round. Each vertex is given a clock, which
counts the time steps modulo k, thus giving the bounds of consecutive rounds. This is
possible with a 2nite automaton, since k is 2xed.

























Fig. 11. The initialization round: the signal Start sent to the North comes back by the East, thus the
North–East cell is in G∗; the signal sent to the South is stopped, thus the South–West cell is not in G∗
(note that the node cannot recognize its north edge (but the reader can)).
At the beginning of each round, each vertex sends signals which go round cells
counterclockwise. This is allowed by the homogeneous labeling (i.e. actually the left-
from-right distinction): when the signal comes on an edge labeled i (outbound) to a
vertex, it leaves from an edge of label i − 1 (with convention 1 − 1=d). Of course,
the #-vertices stop these signals.
At the end of each round, vertices do all “decisions” according to the sequence of
signals received during the round: the table is updated and new signals are chosen for
the next round.
We detail below the simulation of the algorithm.
4.2. Details
4.2.1. Initialization
The initialization takes one round (see Fig. 11). At the beginning of the round, each
vertex sends a signal Start through each of its edges.
At the end of the round, if all signals which were sent by a vertex come back to it,
then it changes to passive state. Otherwise, it changes to active state, it marks with C
the edges belonging to only one active face, and also it marks with N the edges which
do not belong to active faces but lead to (necessarily) active vertices. The vertex also
gives a mark P (in the corresponding input of the table) for each dual-neighbor face
of G∗.
4.2.2. General round
After the 2rst round, all the successive rounds are done as follows. The signal
sent by the vertex x from the edge labeled by i encodes the mark of the edges
(f2i+1(x); f2i−1(x)), (f2i+1(x); x) and the mark and election status of x and f2i−1(x).
Thus, as the end of the round, the vertex x has enough information to change the
values stored in the table according to the evolution rules of the election process in
G (observe that the schedule of signals received by x gives the successive states and
marks of edges and vertices in the neighborhood of f2i+1(x), according to the clockwise
order, which guarantees the possibility of simulating f2i+1(x) in x).
The simulation above multiplies the time by a factor k. The number of vertices of
G is at most k times the number of vertices of G. Thus the overall complexity is not
aHected, since k is constant.
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4.3. Conclusion
With the above simulation, we have proved the following theorem, which is the
achievement of this paper.
Theorem 4.1. Let k and d be two integers. There exists an algorithm for the leader
election problem for the class Whom:([k; d]) in time O(N ), where N is the number
of vertices of the considered subgraph.
5. Perspectives
5.1. Election of only one vertex
In some cases when an edge or a face is elected at the end of the algorithm, a single
vertex can be elected when there is no symmetry: if, for example. a mixed edge is
elected, we can choose the vertex of G; if an edge is elected whose endpoints are x
and x′ and g(x; x′) = g(x′x), one can also choose a vertex. Is there a way to elect a
unique vertex in each d-graph with no global symmetry?
5.2. Extension to irregular graphs
When not all the faces have the same number of vertices, or the degree of vertices is
not uniform, we have a straightforward extension of the algorithm under the hypothesis
that those parameters are bounded. A related question would be to extend this to graphs
with “holes”.
5.3. Open problems
The extension to Zn for n¿2 is more delicate, because due to the fact that some
vertices can be in # state, locally, faces can be of less than n dimensions. In Zn, a
face is a hypercube of dimension p6n; the vertices can detect p before shrinking, by
the same mechanism of initial exploring of the neighborhood.
The question of minimal time complexity for leader is open, the best for Zn being
O(w logw), in [17], with w the diameter. Little is known about the possibility of
improving this, or about an optimal bound. There is only the trivial bound of work
(but not necessarily time), which is linear in the number of vertices, since all vertices
need to at least “acknowledge” the achievement of the election, thus to do some work.
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